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Position: Next Review Date:

Player LMC

GOAL:

3. Showing the player exactly what is expected from him and give him possibility to improve

This chart is a guidance for the performance appraisal:

Insufficient

Improvement needed

Meet the requirements

Exceed the requirements

Outstanding

Player is achieving the requirements on a regulary basis.

Player is exceeding the reqirements and is an important example for others
Player is always exceeding the requirements and is an example for other 
players in strenth, will and moral

1. The performance and moral of the player should be reflected over the last 6 months in order to 
review the standings of their table tennis and other related areas

2. Reflecting the strengths and/or topics which need to be improved

Player is not achieving the requirements requested in Ochsenhausen. 
Immediate improvement is needed
Player is often not achieving the requirements in Ochsenhausen. 
Improvement is needed.



Insufficient Improvement 
needed

Meet the 
requirements

Exceed the 
requirements Outstanding

Results

League Balance x

World Tour x

Challenger Series

National Team x

Other Tournaments:

x

Comment:

Insufficient Improvement 
needed

Meet the 
requirements

Exceed the 
requirements Outstanding

Mental Area

Approach/ Attitude x
Fighting Spirit x
Persistence x
Humility x
Mood x
Identification x
Group Spirit x

x

Comment:

PAGE 1

For now you have settled in the team and in your national team which is very good. You took your chance and came into TTF team during a difficult time.
You had two very important victories at 2:2 showing that we can count on you and you can perform under preasure as well. On international level you played 
important game for medal at the Europeans and you won yet another U21 titel in Poland, so you are entering a level to play in vital games. We are confindent 
that if you continue working like you have been than more results will follow and even maybe some surprises await you soon.

Average Mental Area:

You are fully involved in your table tennis project, that is very important, in addition you are about to find a good balance between following the sport plan and 
putting your input and character into your game and career. It is a process but an important part as to be a TOP player you need both parts. Your work ethic and 
approach were very good from the summer on, however your way of entering competition games needs improvement. Nevertheless you will learn and 
understand the different aspects of fighting! Use your lightness in some other areas and bring your `farmer`and `angry`part when it comes to games. Activity 
and aggresivity are key words for you, so work on it!

Average Results:



Insufficient Improvement 
needed

Meet the 
requirements

Exceed the 
requirements Outstanding

Physical Preparation

Strength/Stability x
Endurance x
Speed x
Balance x
Flexibility x
Power x

x

Comment:

Insufficient Improvement 
needed

Meet the 
requirements

Exceed the 
requirements Outstanding

Game

Footwork x
Forhand x
Backhand x
Passive Game (FH, BH, taking over) x
Above the Table (Flick, short-short, choop) x
Service x
Receive x
Far from the table (loobing, counter attack) x
Own game/style x
Stability x
Variations x
Consistency x

Average Game: x

Comment:
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You have started a hard physical work with Goran, so you enter a different level just as in your table tennis career. You need to continue this way because 
this will help you to be a TOP player. However the idea is to find your own way, listen to your body, have your own input. This concept is general but also very 
much related to your physical work as well.

You are working well in practice, you have improved in all areas. You are still in the basic work phase however you are entering into details as well, so that
is exciting! The trick is that in some areas you are good and talented like above the table, however there you need to work the most to make these strokes and 
areas from good to excellent! This theory applies to your own style and game, so work on your strenghts and build consciously your game based on your 
qualities.

Average Physical Preparation:



Insufficient Improvement 
needed

Meet the 
requirements

Exceed the 
requirements Outstanding

Off Table Activities

Helping out ( Pick Ups, ect.) x
Planning/ Organised x
Flat x
Lessons (German/English)
Car (condition/ accident ect.)
Beeing on time x
Extra work x

Average Off Table Activities: x

Comment:

x

Comment:

Signiture Player
PAGE 3

Signiture Observer

You are the best in off table organisation and planning, this is your very strong part. Keep in mind what that is for: to make freedom and make space
for deep thoughts, deep work, good ideas and quality time! Even some times we will encourage you to be a wee bit of more of a `bad student` to support 
your other part. Extra work will be also more in direction finding the best possible ideas for you like to surround yourself with excellent people. 
High level off table table activities, very good work daily is the base and the once you have it, you will have energy and time for activities in the motto of
excellence and TOP sport.

You have met all our expectations and you have done well in the first part of the season. In many areas you have the basic level and this just after 2 and
half years. More importantly your personality is developing and you have made good improvements in short period of time that you can be proud of yourself. 
Continue this way, feel free to express yourself and make your input keeping the good daily work following the sport plan. You are making also other important 
steps in your life for your future, your circumstances are well settled so let´s go for the next level!

OVERALL RATING


